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A B S T R A C T 

iJju'.raL oeam powar and energy requirements are compared for full 

density fuLl bore and expanding n d i u s 3tartup scenarios in an 

eLongated pLa3ma, Tne dext .Step (TN3), a3 'x function of oeam pulse time 

and pLasma density. Because of cne similarity of parameters, t'ne 

results snouLd also be applicaole to Sn3i.n3eri.n15 Teat facility Cs£r?) 

and International To<i.ua< Reactor ([tfTOR) studies. A transport modeL 

consisting of neoclassical ion conduction and anomaLous eLectron 

conduction and diffusion based on "AL.C A TOR scaling" leads to avaraga 

densities in tne range <n> ~ 0.3-1.2 * cm"^ oeing sufficient for 

ignition. NeutraL deuterium bean energies in tne ran?-? 120-1-33 <eV are 

adequate for penetration, with the required power injected into tne 

pLasma decreasing witn increasing beam energy. Tne neutral bsati power 

decreases strongly with increasing beam pulse Length t b untiL t^ 

exceeds a few total energy confinement times, yieLding - 4-5 3 for 

tne M S pLasma. En addition to a/oiding s'Kin current effects and 

possibly aLlowing for a more impurity-free plasma initiation, tne 

expanding ridius scenario has sLightLy reduced oeam energy and/or power 

requirements. Wnen tne expanding radius scenario is extended to even 

larger power reactors, a neutral deuterium beam energy of 150 etf 

remains sufficient for penetration. 

1 
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Tne startup of a to/tami* "eactor plasna can be divided into two 

general phases, ?lrsc, is an initiation phase in wnicn globaL in.alyses 

have oeen used 00 obtain estimates for the appliei ooroidal voLtage as 

a function of tne a3uir.1L gas filling pressu^a *. 1-4J. Tna associated 

power requirements for ionization of tne pLi3ma have al30 been made 

with this type of analysis. t33tlmaty3 of >0-150 4 ni/e oeen obtained 

for the required toroidal voLtige in the ro<ama!< Fusion Test Realtor 

CreTS) 13J with even higner estimates for reactors !4J. Microwave 

breakdown and preheating the eLectrons naar tne electron cyclotron and 

upper hybrid frequencies 'nave been proposed as a means of reducing tne 

pea'< voltage and power requirements during tne initiation pnase "51. 

It the end of the first phase, there should be enougn toroidaL current 

in tne pLasma to produce closed magnetic fLux surfaces and to provide a 

reasonable amount of onmic heating co maintain tne plasma. Tne 

analysis presented here concentrates on tne 3econd pha33 of startup, 

during wrticn tne pLasma current, density, temperature, atul size are 

brougiit to ignition conditions. 

Tne ona-dimensional (1-D) to'jcamalc transport code WHIST is used co 

follow tne evolution of density and temperature profiles in response to 

varying neutral beam energy and power levels. A brief summary of tiie 

physics models is presented In Section 1. A more thorough discussion 

of the equations and algorithms is contained in a companion report I5J. 

The modeL3 in the WHE3T code are also discussed in woric on tne analysis 
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of tnermal stability tne Impact of poloidal divertors 13], and the 

effects of fueLing profiLes 19] in tokamak reactor pLasmas. 

Cn Section 3 a series of parameter surveys for startup of a TSS 

plasma is presented. Tnese resuLts shouLd also be relevant for 

analyses of the to*amaiC STr" and studies of the [ASA-sponsorad INT03 

because of the similarity of machine parameters. Sensitivity to 

neutraL beam energy, power, and injection time is examined. Tne 

effects of oLasma density and United variation in the transport model 

are aLso discussed for both fuLL bore and expanding radius scenarios. 

The applicability of an expanding radius scenario to startup of a Large 

power-producing tckamalc is briefLy presented in Section 

2. MS TRANSPORT MODSL 

Tne 1-D fLuid equations and physical models used in WHIST for this 

analysis are fuLly discussed in Ref. [5]- The 1-D fLuid equations j-.re 

tnose given by Hogan 110J, but they nave been generalized for muLtlple 

ion 3pecles in the manner presented by Hinton and Moore Iii]; i.e., ohe 

energy balances for aLL thermaL ion species are summed to obtain a 

single energy baLance for alL thermaL ions at the same fLuid 

temperature. Tne spatiaL differencing in the WHIST code conserves 

particles and energy on a nonuniform 3patiaL mesh whLLe the time 

differencing is treated impLicitly to ensure the numerical stability of 

tne stiff equations 112]. 



rne plasma Is divided into two radial zones: a pLasma zone in 

wnich the magnetic fieLd Lines form closed magnetic surfaces and a 

3crape-off zone in wnich field Lines connect to a materiaL Limiter or 

magnetic divertor. In the pLasma zone, tne multLspecles particle and 

energy fluxes of Hinton and rioore 111] are used as the basis for 

neocLassLcaL transport in the banana/plateau regime. In addition to 

the neoclassical expressions, anomaLous contributions are added to the 

particle and electron neat fLuxe3 with a diagonal model, i.e., 

n - " ,-tflc Qj -

3r 
Q = q n o _ n Y a n — 2 

3n, 
r. = r f - D a n 
0 J 3r 

„an 1 „_2/o X, = cm / 3 e ' - *» n i . cn 5 ) 

D*a = C ^ X , 2M2/S 

wnere Cj = 1, C1 = 5.25 x 101^, and C? = 3.2 are used in this anaLysis 

unless otherwise noted. The subscripts j and e designate ion and 

electron species, respectively. Sstimating from global electron 

energy confinement with the reLation T£P = (a/4X a) gives vaLues of C1 

in tne range 3-J x 1010 for AL.CATOR 113], the Impurity Study experiment 

£I3X-A) [14], and the Princeton Large Torus (PLT) 1153 onmicaLLy heated 

pLasmas. rne Inverse density dependence of X a gives improved eLectron 
6 



ensrgy confinement with increasing density, as has been shown 

experimentally. further improvement in electron energy confinement 

with increasing temperature nas been suggested in neutraL-beam-heated 

PLT plasmas [15] bat has not been incorpor'ted into this analysis. 

Tne modeL of Mense and Smmert [3] is used for transport in the 

sorape-off zone. RadiaL diffusion and electron and ion conduction are 

aLl assumed to be Bohm-like: 

D = xa = x, = - - -1 1o eB 

Particle and energy losses due to flow ilong the magnetic fieLd lines 

are evaluated self-con3istently in terms of parallel flow rates and the 

oulLdup of a sheath potential at the limiter/collsotor plate. Tne 

characteristic distance aLong a field line tnat a particle must travel 

oefore being intercepted by the Limiter/coilector plate is evaluated 

from the magnetic field topology, for a wide scrape-off zone, the 

solution of the particle and energy equations in the plasma is 

insensitive to the boundary conditions applied at the chamber wall 

because radial 'fLow of particLes and energy from the plasma is balanced 

mostly by paralLeL flow loss in the scrape-off zone. 
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Trie Ionization prooability of wail-emitted impurities is typicalLy 

very nigh In tne scrape-off zone for the startup calculations presented 

in Section 3. In a 15-cm scrape-off zone, the typlcaL ionization 

probaoilitles of 20-eV carbon, oxygen, and iron emitted isotropically 

from the wall are 99-31, 99-5*. and ~100jt, respectively, thus, if the 

pLasma is kept free of Impurities during the breakdown phase and the 

di/ertor efficiently colLects the impurities ionized in the scrape-off 

zone, the pLasma snouLd remain clean. Fne calculations presented in 

Section 3 presume impurity-free operation during the entire startup 

phase. Radiation Losses are essentiaLLy due to hydrogenic 

bremsstrahLung and ionization of the neutral hydrogen ga3. A Limited 

amount of Low-2 impurities should not affect tne resuLts significantLy 

oecause they would become fuLLy ionized during tne beam-heating phase. 

However, nigh-£ impurities must be avoided. 

Because tne scrape-off zone is very wide, the ionization 

probability of neutraL hydrogen is also very high in the scrape-off 

zone. For the same case presented above, the ionization probability of 

neutraL hydrogen of 5 eV emitted isotropicalLy from the wall is in 

the scrape-off zone. Tnus, gas puffing from the waLL wouLd put a very 

nigh particle Load on the divertor and wouLd also be a very inefficient 

fueling method. In the expanding radius scenarios (fixed major radius, 

increasing minor radius in this analysis), the scrape-off Layer is even 

wider than that for the full bore scenarios cited above. In some cases 

essentiaLLy no waLL-smitted neutrals reach the pLasma before being 

ionized. For this reason we specify a source of neutraL gas at the 

Limiter radLus Ln our expanding radius scenario; i.e., we require a 
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material LimLter- Otner alternatl/es wouLd De to use pellet Injection 

to penetrate the cold scrape-off Layer or expand the Dlasma ort^. tne 

Inside or outside waLL of tne chamDer (vary the major radius 

simultaneously witn tne minor radius). SPUDtfUT ]UJ is used to 

calculate the neutral gas fueling profiLes with tne source at the waLL 

in fulL oore scenarios and at tne Limiter position in expanding radius 

scenarios. 

Because neutraL beam deposition calculations are a critical part 

of beam-neating analyses, the deposition profiLes for tne routine 33AM 

used in MIST were oencnmarked against FftifA (Monte Cario-?rinceton 

Plasma Pnysics Laboratory) 1133 and HO?R (anaLytic-OrW.,) "19] routines. 

Tne oanchmar* caLcuLations showed excaLLent agreement for varying beam 

injection angle, energy, plasma size, and finite beam size in plasmas 

witn circuLar cross sections "20]. BSAM nas aporoximate corrections 

for noncircular geometry and fLux surface shifts at nigh (3, out tness 

effects were not incLuded in tne benchmark caLcuLat'.ons oecause of the 

Lac* of available codes at the time- A version of PRZtA has since been 

modified to incorporate the effects of noncircuLar pLasmas and flux 

surface shifts "21]. En aLl of the calculations presented in Sections 

3 and 4, we use near-perpendicular injection {12° from perpendicular) 

in the pLasma midpLane with a beam radius of 12 cm. Only deposition of 

the fuLI energy component is considered, and ail powers refer to the 

power Ln the fuLL energy component delivered to the pLasma. 



Faraday'3 and Ocim's Laws are combined to obtain a surrent 

diffusion equation. Neoclassical resistivity is used even though .this 

rasuLts in the formation of skin currents if the current ramp is st ong 

enough during startup and tne pLasma radius is fixed- Cna expanding 

radius scenario reduces or eliminates skin current formation, as 

suggested oy Dtichs et al. 122]. In our opinion tne La2k of a sKin 

ourrent in experiments is more Likely due to redistribution of ourrent 

by magnetohydrodynamic -10) tearing mode aetivity "23-24] than to 

anomalous paraLLeL resistivity- Tne elimination of skin currents 

during startup witn a moving limiter, tnen, does not necessarily reduse 

resistive volt-second requirements but does reduce contact between the 

plasma' ani limiter during disruptive redistribution of skin eurrents; 

therefore, it should reduce the potential for contamination of trie 

plasma during startup. 

I.i all of our calculations, s^e spatiaL grid is fixed in time. 

W.ien the calculations indicate that the prescribed movement of the 

Limiter/separatrix has passed a spatial zone, the parallel loss terms 

are removed from that spatiaL zone, and a skin current element is added 

in accordance with the prescribed rate of current rise. In tnis way 

the pLasma zone is inore-.sed in size stepwise, and there is a 

corresponding stepwise increase in the total pLasma current. 

ILLustrations of the aLgorithm are contained in Ref. ~5]. for the 

calculations of Sectibns 3 and 4, the current is ramped Linearly in 

time and the radius expanded in such a way that the safety faator q at 

tne Limiter remains constant. rats is similar to tne 

constant-of-sxpansion modeL of Duchs et aL. 122] and Girard et al-
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.25], although MHD analysis may dictate that greater snear is 

desirable. Some current diffusion occurs during tne expansion pnase 

such chat shear is gradually introduced even though q at the limiter is 

constant in time. 

3- • NSUTRAL. 53AM SN2,R31( AND POlrfSR RSQUIRSMSSTS FOR AN IGNLTCON DSVICS 

The physical dimensions and parameters of the ignition-sized 

plasma shown in Table I are those of the 0V< Ridge TrtS design. The 

toroidaL magnetic field for this study is 4-2 T, although it is higner 

in the base M S design 125]. The startup results presented here are 

insensitive to tne toroidal magnetic field but are somewnat more 

sensitive to tne toroidal current because of the neoclassical ion 

conduction model. A higher magnetic field does, however, provide a 

greater margin for MHD beta Limits. 

Tne fuLL bore scenario calculations start with a cold pLasma at 

fuLL density, toroidaL currant, and size. The expanding radius 

calculations start with haLf the final pLasma radius (i.e., one quarter 

of tns final plasma volume) and 1 MA of toroidaL current. Tne current 

LS increased linearly in time to 4 MA over tne same time LntervaL 

during which the neutraL beams are appLied. Hence, is used to 

denote both the expansion time and beam-heating time. The radius is 

aLso increased during t^, such that the cross-sectional area increases 

Linearly in time. The current density is added uniformly, and because 

of the choice of initiaL and final sizes and currants, the safety 



factor q remains constant at the LLmLter. As the plasma Ls Increased 

Ln size, tne average plasma density Ls maintained by tne neutraL beams 

and tne addLtlon of cold fuel via gas puffing at the Limiter. Only the 

fuLL energy component of the beam is used 30 tne impact of varying beam 

energy can be cLarified. Tne beam power is the power delivered to tne 

plasma and thus does not include neutral i-zation efficiency- in fact, 

the extracted preneutralLzatlon) powsr requirements may increase with 

increasing energy 2 M -

FLgure 1 LLLustrates the impact of neutral beam energy on the peak 

and average ion temperatures for fulL bore and expanding radius 

scenarios after 1-5 3 of heating. In aLL ca3"i3 the total amount of 

energy Injected Is 90 ylJ. As the beam energy Is increased, the average 

Ion temperature increases 3lightLy- This indicates tnat the total 

energy content of,the pLasma at tne end of the neating phase oecomes 

higher wnen highar beam energies are used- The peak ion temperature 

increases mora rapidly than the average, showing that tne beam 

deposition becomes more centralLy peaked as the beam energy is raised. 

The more peaked beam deposition and ion temperatures Lead to Longer 
•1 

confinement of the energy. Nona of thesa cases are near enough to 

ignition for aLpha heating to bs significant. The expanding radius 

cases are only sLightLy hotter than the full bore cases, indicating a 

modest increase Ln the heating efficiency for the expanding radius 

cases for a given beam energy. On the other hand, a somewnat Lowar 

beam energy couLd be used for tne expanding radius scenario to achieve 

tha same finaL pLasma conditions as in the full Dore scenario. The 
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better penetration in tne initiaLLy snaLL pLasma is offset somewiat oy 

a decrease in tns confinement time because of tne smaller size. 

B9oau32 injection is nearly perpendicular co the magnetic axis (in 

tne "co" direction), the beam path intersects the wall after one pass 

tnrough the plasma, figure 2 shows the fraction of the oeam that 

passes sntirely tnrough the plasma without oeing ionized. Setting a 

constraint on the maximum alLowiDl<? neutral Dean fLux on the inside 

waLL 32ts an upper limit on tne allowable neutral beam energy for a 

given pLasma density. The small initial size for the expanding radius 

scenario aLLow3 10it of a 150-'<3'/ D° oeam to penetrate to the inside 

waLL when tne voLume-averaged pLasma density is <n> = 3 x 

As the pLasma radius is doubled, chis loss drops to 0.5i. tf tne 

initiaL plasma density is even lower because of either tne 

attractiveness of Low density startup or physical Limitations on the 

achievable density, neutral deuterium beam energies greater than 

150-ke/ become unacceptable for near perpendicular injection in the 

expanding radius scenario. Beam orientation tangential co the inside 

wall of tne torus is traditionally used to heLp prevent overpenetration 

of tne oeams in Low density olasmas in addition to reducing orbit 

Losses- fast ion orbit losses in this device should be smaLl .2 J]. 

for tne remainder of this study, we use 120-<ceV D° beams for the 

expanding radius scenarios and 150-*eV 0° beams for the fulL oore 

scenarios- Examination of fig. 1 shows that these two scenarios have 

equivalent neating efficiencies. 
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Low density startup scenarios have been proposed a3 a means of 

reducing oea.m energy and power requirements, out these scenarios have 

cnelr greatest success if confinement Losses decrease witn decreasing 

plasma density as with cLa33Lcal or ps^ulocLasslcil transport modeLs 

.25, 23]. Figure 3 snows that tne peak and average ion temperatures 

required for ignition Increase sftarpLy at Low pLasma density oecause of 

the anomalou3 lncrei3e In electron conduction and con/action Losses at 

Low density. PLasma3 with volume-a/eraged density at the end of tne 

neating phase of <n> <_ f x IQ1^ cm~^ wiLL not ignite no matter now hot 

they are wnen c.he beams are shut off. It must be empnasized tnat onl3 

cutoff is sensitive to variations in the transport models. ignition is 

defined by turning off the beam heating and obsarving whether tha 

plasma quenches LtseLf or manages to sustain itseLf on energy input 

from the fusion-produced aLphas. Tne temperatures shown in Fig. 3 are 

characteristic vaLjes of both fuLL bore and expanding radius scenarios 

at the time tne beams are turned off. Tna density at the end of tna 

heating phase may be reached by ramping from 3orae Lower value (<n> < 5 

x cm~^) w.aLLe heating the pLasma. Tnis couLd possibly reduce beam 

energy and/or power requirements .27, 29]-

Perhaps the strongest controllabLe infLuence on the beam power 

required to heat a pLasma to ignition is the beam pulse Lengtn *.23]. 

Figure 4 snows the power In the full energy component needed to reach 

ignition in a given time for volume-averaged densities in the range 

<n> = 0.3-1.2 x lo'*1 coT^ for a fuLL bore startup. For very short 

startup times, confinement Losses become negllglbLe, and the stored 

energy of the plasma must oe attained with higher power pulses such 
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tnat ? D t£1 (see fig. 5). for <fery long startup times, confinement 

losses dictate a minimum power that must be supplied in order to reach 

ignition. Tne ootil inergy suppLied during tne puLse then increases 

a tD, as shown in fig. 5. Tne total energy confinement time for these 

cases is in tne /icinity of 1.5 s. Once the beam pulse length exceeds 

a few times the total energy confinement time, tne beam power 

requirements ars essentially reduced ^o an asymptotic level. 

Mete tnat tne power required for ignition, as shown in fig. is 

fairly insensitive to tne plasma density. Tnis is further iLLustrated 

in fig. 5. At very low plasma density, the increase in anomalous 

electron conduction and convection losses and the decrease in tne 

fusion rate lead to an increase in tne power required reach tne 

ignition tamperiture. for <n> £ 1 x lO1^ cm~^ with tne base transport 

model, neltner f;Ll oore nor expanding radius cases wouLd ignite. At 

the higher end of v.ne densities examined, beau penetration is reduced, 

and there is simpLy more plasma to heat. Tnese two effects are not 

offset oy the reduction in tne anomalous losses. Also shown in ifig. 5 

are 3ome individual cases where the coefficients of tne transport model 

were varied. With the modest variation shown here, the beam power can 

vary from ?.Q = 35-33 MW. [f tne anomalous Losses continue to decrease 

with increasing eLectron temperature as indicated by PL.T oeam-heating 

experiments .15], tne power requirements are expected to lie at tne 

lower end of this range. 
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Tns expanding radius cases with 3 0 = 123 *ceV and the fuLl bore 

cases with 3 b a 150 <ceV navs essentially Identical power requirements, 

a fast which la further Illustrated In Fig. J. If the beam energy la 

reduced to 120 keV for tne fuLl bore caae, tne power requirement la 

Insreased In agreement with the scaling " ? Q ~ constant shown 

analytically oy Scott and SneffleLd ]3D] and also numerically by Holmes 

et al. 

The beam deposition proflLes For all of these scenarios are peaked 

on the magnetic axis- Tine beam energy deposition per unit plasma 

volume, denoted by H(r), is shown in ?lg. 6 for a typlcaL expanding 

radius scenario with = 120 <eV and <n> = 1 0 ^ Tne beams are 

turned on in the Inter/aL i).5 < t < l.j 3, and the plasma minor radius 

is douoled in size. Tne deposition profile goes from very strongly 

peaked on axis to onLy moderately peaked as the plasma reaches full 

size, figure 9 illustrates the evolution of current profile • for this 

same case- During t'ne first 0-5 s, the plasma current is ramped to 

1 MA while the plasma radius is maintained constant £a = $2.5 am). A 

noticeable skin currant develops because of the neoclassical model for 

resistivity- As mentioned earlier, resistive tearing mode activity 

wouLd effectively redistribute this skin current "23, 24]- As the 

plasma is expanded to full size, toroidal current is added at the 

surface and essentially frozen into the plasma by the oeam heating. 
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4. StPAMDItfS RADIUS STARTUP 3? A L4R33 TOXAMAK R2ACT03 

Girard et al. 125] applied their expanding radius analysis to 

large systems witn a scenario very similar to the one presented in 

Section I of tnls report; i.e. , tne expansion and heating phases were 

simultaneous, for a machine witn onLy a relatively modest margin for 

ignition, tne fuLl size must be reached Dy the end of the heating 

phase. However, in an axpanding radius scenario for a much Larger 

device, &he beam heating pnase may oe terminated oefore the fulL size 

Is reached, and a much more dramatic reduction in beam energy and powar 

requirements can be realized. 

A startup scenario based on this principle is shown in Fig. 1:3. 

In Phasa I the plasma is initiated in some small region of the torus, 

and the current Is camped to an appropriate Level determined oy the 

desired safety factor q. In Pnase IC the size and current \r--i 

i.n:-!as:i s i au l" m o u s l v i/dlJ stin cj"r3n%3, nd sone nsatiir is 

ippLied to reduce resistive volt-second Losses and freeze In the 

current profile. Ac the end of this phase, an ignition-sized pLas^a is 

attained, i.e., one that meets the criteria of having enough current to 

confine fast alpna particLes and is Large enougn to Ignite. During 

Phase Ill neutraL beams are turned on to heat the pLas.ua to ignition. 

FinaLLy, after the beams are turned off, excess fusion power from the 

core is used to heat coLd plasma at the edge whlLe the size and current 

are ramped to their final states. 



Tnls scenario was tested vlth the machine parameters shown In 

ruoles tl and lit- Tie dimensions are essentially doubled from those 

for TN3 given In Table I. tne neutral beam energy was chosen to be tne 

same as that for tne fulL bore startup scenarios Ln Section i, I.e., Z Q 

= 150 <eV. 

Tne plasma ignited easily with ? = 130 applied for 4 9 during 

Pnase tit. The higher power requirement is due to tne much larger 

plasma volume In this device compared to tne rM:J plasma ani could 

probaDly oe reduced with a Longer beam pulse, figure 11 snows that as 

the Llralter Is withdrawn during ?ha32 IV, the conduction and convection 

Losses from tne pLasmn nore heat the cold fuel added at the plasma 

edge. 

If control of an expanding radius scenario i3 feasible, it can be 

used to great advantage in a large power reactor: the neutral beam 

energy required does not increase beyond that for an ignition device 

such as TrtS/iSrrVlNrOrt. 

5, SUMdAR* 

Neutral deuterium beam energies in the range = 120-150 <ceV 

provide sufficient penetration for startup of an ignition-sized plasma 

if beam orientation is nearly perpendicular to the magnetic axis and 
in j 

average plasma densities are limited to <n> = 0.3-1.2 x 10 cm 3 

during startup. In addition to reducing the potential for s'<in current 

formation during startup, an expanding radius scenario allows a modest 



reduction in beam energy without sacrificing beam penetration. ••-•n 

pul3e time of tne order of se/erai energy confinement times minin •<. .3 

beam power requirements for startup. An expanding radius scenario may 

noid its greatest promise for startup of a very large power reactor: 

beam energy requirements may not need to be increased oeyo.nd the energy 

required for startup of an ignition-sized device. 

As this report was in its final preparation, an additional and 

possioly pessimistic effect on Deam power requirements came to our 

attention from two separate sources I 31, 32]. We nave used a classical 

model for deposition of the fast alpha energy in tne ion and electron 

fluids. At roughly the ignition temperature, the coupling oetween ions 

and aLectrons becomes weak, and the ions essentially allow the plasma 

to ignite by decoupling from tne lossy electron channel. If alpna 

energy deposition in the electron fluid is anomalously hign, it can be 

much more iifflcuLt to ignite the plasma l31J wnile anomalous transfer 

of alpna energy to the ion fluid can greatly reduce power requirements 

132]. 2ven if tne tnermalization is classical, alphas may become 

trapped in the toroidal field ripple and drift out of the pLasma before 

Decomlng completely thsrm'aLized. Because* most of the energy transfer 

to the Lon fLuld occurs at the end of the aLpha particLe 

thermalization, the ion fluid suffers a proportionally greater energy 

Loss tnan the electron fLuid !33]-
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Table £. Parameters for LgultLon pLasma 

Major radius Ro 3-,0 m 

Minor radius a 1. ,25 m 

Uongatlon t>/a 1. * 

Toroidal field at R0 BP 4. .2 r 

PLasma current £ P 
4. .0 MA 

Table II. Parameters for a Large power reactor 

Major radius Ro 10.0 m 

SLongation b/a 1.5 

ToroidaL fieLd at RQ Bt 4.2 r 

Beam energy (D°) 3b 150 oV 

Table EIC. Time-varying parameters for a large power reactor 

Phase 

Parameter I [ I I I E U 

a(m) 0 . 5 2 0 . 5 2 - 1 . 4 1 . 4 1 . 4 - 2 . 5 

EPCMA) 0 . 0 - 0 . 5 0 . 5 - 3 . 0 3 - 0 3 . 0 - 3 . 3 

z[s) 0 . 0 - 0 . 1 0 . 1 - 2 . 0 2 - 0 - 5 . 0 5 . 0 - 1 2 . 0 

P d : M W ) 0 . 0 0 - 0 1 3 0 . 0 0 . 0 
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FIOURi CAPTIOUS 

fig. 1. Higher oaam energy provides better penetration [near 

p-irpand icular In tnesa cases) and more efficient neatlng for the same 

net neating power. 

Fig. Tne fraction of beam power that passes tnrough the 

pLasma increases wltn oeam energy. Tnis is a more se/ere problem with 

tne smaLL initial pLasma size in the expanding radius scenario than 

with tae fuLL bore scenario. 

fig. 3- Tne ion temperature required to reach ignition increases 

3trongLy at Low pLasna density because of the increasad anomaLous 

eLectron conduction Losses and tne decreise In the fusion power 

production. 

Fig. 4. Tne beam power required to Ignite the pLasma decreases 

strongLy wltn increasing beam pulse Length untlL the pulse Length 

ajcceeds a few global energy confinement times. 



fig. 5- Sven though tne required beau power decrea3e3 witn 

increasing beam pulse length, tne total amount of required beam energy 

during tne hea&lng pnase Increases alnost linearly with DuLse Lengtn. 

fig. o. m e minimum power required to neat tne pli3ma to 

Ignition for a fixed beam pulse lengtn Is relatl/eLy insensitive to 

plasma density In tne range 3 * 1 <n> < 1.2 x cm"*. 

fig. I. An expanding radius scenario with 120-oV neutraL 

deuterium beams gives heating effIsiencies equivalent to a full bore 

scenario with 150-Ke'/ neutral deuterium beams. tiers is a net savings 

of about 23% in beam power or energy for the expanding radius scenario. 

fig. 3. Tne beam deposition profile is plotted as a function of 

time for the expanding radius scenario with 120-^eV neutral deuterium 

beams oriented at 12° from perpendicular. Tne uniform deposition at 

the end of the heating phase is indicative of H(r) for 120-<oV beams in 

the full bore plasma. 



Fig. 9. Evolution of the current density profile for the 

expanding radius scenario- In the first stage the current is ramped to 

1 MA In 0-5 s and a skin current forms- As tne plasma is expanded to 

fuLl size, the current is ramped to 1 MA, and simultaneous beam heating 

"freezes In" the current proflle. 

Flg. 10- Schematic illustration of a multlstaged startup of a 

large power-producing tokamak reactor. Che values of the parameters 

for the example case during each phase are shown In Table lit. 

Fig. 11. Svolution of the Ion temperature profile during the 

multisfcaged startup of a large tokamak reactor. In the final stage the 

beams are turned off, and fusion alpha heating is used to heat incoming 

cold fuel as the plasma is expanded to full size-
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